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What is MuuInu Token?
MuuInu (MINU) is the KING of the “COW
TREND”! If there’s a trend, it would definitely
by a fast and consistent delivery to the
community – a rather fresh take on BSC.
This token is gearing towards domination of
the animal hype tokens and eventually
colonizing the whole space.
MINU is KING!
Why MINU?
Because MINU is KING! MINU will spread like
wildfire across BSC as the animal hype revival
is taking place. The revival could never be
more perfect than now! While BSC takes a hit,
we still make this project a big hit! Talk about
FOMO of the year though…

The MINU project is just one of the most
innovative offerings to date. When others rely
on heavy taxation to create a cushion for
sustainability, this project actually relies on
the contract execution where balance
between the rise and fall of the token price is
evident, with each buy and sell transaction.
Seldom would you see such an AMM
nowadays.
We don’t want you to just take our word for
it, we want you to examine the trades to the
exact second once trading is live.
When a project is well-thought of, multiple
test
contract
deployments
and
trade
simulations are vital pre-requisites (sad to
say, this is ignored nowadays) and this is
exactly what the project owners have done –
tests and simulation to get the perfect MUU!!!

Token Name: MuuInu
Ticker: MINU
Chain: BSC
Total Initial Supply: 1.000.000.000.000
This is where your 6% Buy/Sell taxes go:
Liquidity Pool: 1%
Team Fee: 1%
Marketing: 4%
NO OTHER PROJECTS would dare launch on
BSC with these tokenomics nowadays, NONE!
EVER!
We are confident though, that we have taken
all the primordial steps to MOON the MUU!

Surprise!
The element of surprise always works
wonders; the drive to dominate, so much
more. If you are in the hype, it’s no surprise.
How we handle the launching and marketing
is the key.

Marketing
Marketing is our favorite thing to do. We are
in the crypto space long enough to know the
right partners and the most effective
influencers. All our socials are well-managed
and our project partners ensure that we are
heard and get noticed literally everywhere!
See for yourself, it’s undeniable that we are
truly in it, to win it!

We have prepared the launchpad for this
token. All systems go and that old vibe of the
cow over the moon is about to come true!
Everyone who was once or a couple of times
in with any of our projects can attest to that.
We always make sure no one is left behind so
it’s okay to feel the FOMO – FOr MOon is the
destination.
We want you to have fun during this journey!
The MINU community shall be alive and well
until the colonization takes place. Trust the
process, believe that the MINU Team is always
within your reach with open eyes and ears.

We believe that organic community growth is
essential. How we engage with you is how
you engage with your fellows and that is
valued deeply by the team. Spread the word
once you are in!

Fill your barn with MINU gold!
The tokenomics of this project makes much
sense for a healthy trading, not just a quick in
and out. Healthy trading is the true indicator
of a good project. At 4% Buy/Sell Tax, we
truly believe that those who are in it for the
long term will be the most fortunate ones.
Ride the highs, buy the lows! Trade if you
must but don’t get left behind. Be there when
the domination happens!
This time FOMO never felt this good for the
next big thing is already here, MINU is here!
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